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Welcome to Anatomy Park! Based on the popular episode of Rick and Morty, 
this hilarious, competitive tile-placing strategy game takes place within the 
body of Ruben, the homeless department store Santa! In Rick and Morty: 
Anatomy Park — The Game, you and your fellow players will be designing the 
Park, vying for the best spots, and shifting internal organs around to suit your 
needs. Unfortunately, Ruben is not the most stable host out there, so time 
(and Ruben) may expire before you know it!

46 Park Tiles

9 Focus Group Tiles

24 Bodily Reaction Cards

6 Master Plan Cards

3 Dice 

6 Oversized Character Cards

6 Character Standees

6 Disease Standees

10 Standee Bases

Lots of Victory Points Tokens

30 Control Cubes 
     (5 each of 6 different colors)

CONTENTS

GAME SETUP
1. Each player chooses a Character to  
 play. Then, grab the Character Card  
 and Standee that goes with them. 

2. Gather the 5 Control Cubes that match  
 your Character’s color and place them  
 on or next to your Character Card. 

3. Place the Anatomy Park Entrance  
 Tile in the middle of the playing   
 area. Each player now places their  
 Character Standee onto it. 

4. Shuffle the Park Tiles and Focus   
 Group Tiles together and deal out 3  
 face down to each player. Afterwards,  
 place the deck face down in 1 or 2  
 stacks so all players have a stack   
 within easy reach. 

OBJECT OF THE GAME AND 
GAME-ENDING CONDITIONS
Score the most Victory Points! Do this 
by placing Tiles in the Park, controlling 
certain Tiles, working on your Master Plan 
(Advanced Game only), and dispatching 
Diseases before time runs out. There are 3 
conditions that will cause the game to end:

 1st Heart Attack: When the 1st Heart  
 Attack card is drawn, Ruben will die in  
 2 rounds. These 2 rounds start with the  
 next player, not the player who drew  
 the Heart Attack card, so each player  
 gets another 2 full turns. Now is the  
 time to put your finishing touches on  
 the Park and get to an Exit Tile before  
 it’s too late.

 2nd Heart Attack: If the 2nd Heart  
 Attack card is drawn during these final  
 2 rounds, Ruben instantly dies and the  
 game ends. 

 Running Out of Tiles Twice: When the  
 Tile deck runs out, shuffle the Tile   
 discard pile to create a new Tile deck.  
 When the Tile deck runs out a 2nd time,  
 the game ends. If this happens, Ruben  
 lives! In the Advanced Game, you’ll still  
 score your Master Plan even if you are  
 inside Ruben at game’s end. 

YOUR CHARACTER
Each of the 6 Characters has a Move, 
Combat, and Range value, plus a unique 
ability that you may use to help you win 
the game.

• Move is how many Tiles you may move  
 your Character Standee during your turn.

• Combat is how many dice you roll to try  
 and defeat a Disease.

• Range is how far away you can be from  
 a Disease and still shoot it.

Be sure you understand what each of 
the Characters’ unique abilities do before 
starting the game, as that information 
may influence your strategy. You do not 
have to use your Character ability if you 
don’t wish to.

TILES AND CARDS
There are 5 different colors of Tiles that 
may be added to the Park. The color of 
a Tile may be important if a Tile in your 
hand or your Master Plan requires that 
color to be adjacent.

Park Tiles also have a type: Attraction, 
Food, Ride, Exit, or Transit. Park Tiles 
have a Victory Point value in the upper- 
right corner of the Tile. Only Park Tiles 
may be added to the Park.

5. Search the Bodily Reaction deck for  
 the 2 red “Heart Attack” cards and  
 set them aside. Shuffle the remaining  
 cards, and then split the deck in 2.  
 Insert the 2 Heart Attack cards into  
 1 of the 2 decks, shuffle it, then put  
 the other half on top of the half you  
 just shuffled. This will place the 2   
 Heart Attack cards into the bottom  
 half of the combined deck. Lastly,  
 place the deck face down where all  
 players can access it. 

6. Place the Disease Standees off to the  
 side. Place E. Coli and Tuberculosis  
 into the red bases, as a reminder that  
 they have Ongoing text.

7. Place the Victory Point Tokens into  
 1 or 2 pools, so all players have them  
 within easy reach.

8. Roll dice to see who goes first.

There are 2 modes of play in this box. If 
you are new to strategy games, you are 
ready to play the Basic Game. If your 
group is experienced or you’ve played 
this game several times …

9. Advanced Game: Grab the Master Plan  
 Cards, shuffle them, and deal 1 face  
 down to each player. Place the remaining  
 cards back in the box. You may look at  
 your own, but not at other players’ cards.  
 More on Master Plans later.

ATTRACTION         FOOD              RIDE 

ENTRANCEENTRANCE

Draw a Tile.
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Bodily Reaction Cards: These cards 
feature all sorts of disgusting things that 
happen to Ruben as you muck about in 
his body and shift around his internal 
organs. The most important thing about 
these cards is that when you draw 1, you 
must act and/or sound it out—unless it’s 
a Disease … nobody wants to see that!

Master Plan Cards (Advanced Game 
only): Your secret Master Plan gives you 
a color pattern that you want to create 
as many times as you can in the Park. Be 
sure you Exit Ruben before he dies if you 
want to score yours! 

Attraction, Food, and Ride Tiles: These 
represent the heart and soul of any 
respectable theme park … of course, in 
this Park some of them might literally be 
inside of a heart. Placing these will be 
your ticket to victory. These Tiles come in 
3 different colors: Blood Red, Bronchial 
Blue, and Bowel Brown.

Exit Tiles: These Tiles are all Gross Green 
and may be placed anywhere in the Park. 
Exit Tiles allow you to Exit Ruben’s body 
near the end of the game. In the Basic 
Game, even if Ruben lives you can score 
3 VPs by exiting.

Transit Tiles: These Tiles are all Mellow 
Yellow and may be placed anywhere 
in the Park. Transit Tiles allow for easy 
movement.

Focus Group Tiles: These Bone White 
Tiles are found in the Tile deck like all the 
other Tiles, but they are never added to 
the Park. A Focus Group Tile is played as 
an Action that allows you to place a Park 
Tile, if you can find just the right spot for 
it. You then gain the benefit specified on 
the Focus Group Tile’s game text. The 
Focus Group is discarded after use.

SEQUENCE OF PLAY

In this game, everyone is pitching in to 
build an amusement Park inside Ruben’s 
body. Use a combination of strategy and 
sabotage to build the Park and score 
the most points possible! The sequence 
of play must be followed in order from 
1 to 4. During each round of the game, 
each player will take a turn. A player 
completes all 4 steps before the next 
player starts their turn. Play proceeds 
clockwise.

1. Start of Turn: Discard a Tile of your  
 choosing from your hand for each  
 Disease with which you share a Tile.

2. Move Phase: Choose 1 -
 
 a. Move your Character Standee a  
  number of spaces up to your   
  Character’s Move value.

 b. Move each Disease 1 space.

 c. Move a Tile that your Character is on  
  or adjacent to 1 space up/down or  
  left/right into an adjacent empty  
  space, then draw a Bodily Reaction  
  Card. Entrance and Transit Tiles  
  cannot be moved in this way.

3. Action Phase: Choose 1 -

 a. Draw 2 Tiles from the top of the  
  Tile stack.

 b. Place a Tile into an empty space  
  adjacent to the Tile occupied by  
  your Character’s Standee.

 c. Play a Focus Group Tile, which   
  allows you to place a Tile and then  
  gain a specific benefit.

 d. Exit. (Use only while on a Green  
  Exit Tile.)

 e. Shoot at a Disease within Range  
  with a number of dice based on your  
  Character’s Combat value.
   • If you do not kill the Disease,  
              draw a Bodily Reaction Card.

4. End of Turn: Discard down to 5 Tiles  
 in hand.

SEQUENCE OF PLAY IN 
DETAIL / HOW TO PLAY 

START OF TURN
Each Disease has a different ability, 
but the one they all have in common is 
forcing you to discard Tiles from your 
hand. This is not noted on the Bodily 
Reaction Card. Moving away from a 
Disease or shooting it is a great way 
to be done with it. However, for each 
Disease in your space at the start of your 
turn, you must discard a Tile from your 
hand face up onto the Tile discard pile. 

MOVE PHASE 
Move Option: Move Your Character – 
When you choose this option, you get 
to move your Character Standee. All 
movement is done from Tile to adjacent 
Tile (orthogonally), and never diagonally. 
In the middle of your Character Card you 
will find the maximum distance you can 
travel when you choose to move. You do 
not have to move the full amount. Any 
number of Characters and Diseases may 
occupy the same space. 

TRANSIT MOVEMENT
When moving your Character, each time 
you move onto a Transit Tile (face up or 
face down), it does not use up any of 
your Move. That means, if your Character 
has Move 2, you may move 2 spaces, and 
then still step onto an adjacent Transit 
Tile, and continue moving from Transit 
to Transit at no “cost.” Stepping off of a 
Transit Tile and onto a non-Transit Tile 
requires 1 Move. You may stop moving on 
Transit Tiles at any point. You do not have 
to move to the “end of the line.”

Rectum Bumper CarsRectum Bumper CarsRectum Bumper Cars 2

Requires adjacent  

RIDE

Focus
Group

ACTION

Place a Tile adjacent to                   and your 
Character.

Reward: Score 2 additional VPs.
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After moving a Tile this way, draw a 
Bodily Reaction Card. Having your 
internal organs shifted around is not all 
that comfortable, so it causes something 
to happen. It could cause a strange noise 
to bellow forth from Ruben, a Disease to 
flare up, or any number of internal agonies.

ACTION PHASE
Action Option: Draw 2 Tiles – You start 
with 3 Tiles in your hand, and as you add 
them to the Park, you will need to draw 
more to keep on scoring points. This is 
the best way to do that. Just remember, 
you must discard down to 5 Tiles at the 
end of your turn.

Action Option: Place a Tile – This 
allows you to place a Tile into an empty 
space adjacent to the Tile your Character 
occupies. In the example below, if you are 
on the Red Tile, you may place a Tile into 
any of the OK spaces. For aesthetics, it is 
nice to have all the Tiles facing the same 
direction. That way, passersby can easily 
read them all and be suitably offended/
desirous of joining the next game. 

Diseases do not take advantage of 
Transit Movement. They treat Transit 
Tiles as normal Tiles. Bodily Reactions 
and Character abilities that move 
Characters do not take advantage of 
Transit Movement. They refer to moving 
something a certain number of spaces, 
and that is not the same as movement via 
the Move option.

Move Option: Move Each Disease 1 
Space – This is a great way to mess 
with the player in the lead, by moving 
Diseases away from you and onto them. 
That way, they will have to discard Tiles. 
Diseases move orthogonally just like 
Characters do, and they treat Transit Tiles 
as normal Tiles.

Move Option: Move a Tile – Choose 
the Tile your Character occupies or an 
adjacent Tile. Move it 1 space up/down or 
left/right into an adjacent empty space. 
Pay no attention to any text on the Tile 
you move. All Characters and Diseases 
on that Tile go with it. Note that Transit 
Tiles (face up and face down) and the 
Entrance Tile cannot be moved with 
this ability. Tiles can become detached 
from the Park this way. When a Tile is 
no longer touching any other tiles, leave 
a tile-sized gap between it and the rest 
of the Park. If a Character is on a Tile 
that is detached from the Park (meaning 
the player cannot trace a Tile Path back 
to the Entrance Tile), that Character is 
moved to the Entrance Tile at the end of 
the current turn. Diseases remain where 
they are. Detached Tiles are left as is and 
may become reattached to the Park by 
building out the Park towards those Tiles.

Here are a few examples of moving a Tile:

Many Tiles have “Requirements” to play 
them. You must place such a Tile adjacent 
to Tile(s) of a specific type and/or color. 
See an example below. You do not have 
to be occupying a Tile of that type and/
or color. The required Tile could be on 
the other side of a gap. If you cannot 
meet the Requirements, you cannot place 
the Tile. A single Tile may be able to fill 
both requirements. However, a single Tile 
cannot provide two colors.

PLACING TRANSIT TILES
These Tiles may be placed anywhere 
in the Park. However, they score extra 
when placed adjacent to the Entrance 
Tile. When you place a Transit Tile, its 
game text will tell you to place a certain 
number of Tiles from the top of the Tile 
deck in a straight line adjacent to it. 
When you do this, you must choose a 
single direction and then place each of 
those added Tiles face down in a straight 
line away from your Transit Tile. You must 
choose a direction that will allow for the 
greatest number of face-down Tiles to 
be placed. If no direction will allow you 
to place all of the stated face-down Tiles, 
place as many as you can and then stop. 
The unplaced Tiles remain on top of the 
deck. All face-down Tiles are considered 
Transit Tiles. 

SCORING PLACED TILES
Tiles you add to the Park have a Victory 
Point (VP) value in the upper right corner. 
When you add a Tile to the Park, grab the 
appropriate VPs from the pool. Each “1” 
has a “3” on the back. So if you have a “1” 
in your score pile and gain 2 VPs, you may 
simply flip the “1” over to the “3” side. You 
may also make change if necessary.

it immediately and never again, even if 
conditions change. Some cards have both 
a VP value and an asterisk. Score the VPs 
indicated and check the game text as well. 

CONTROL CUBES
Some Tiles tell you to put a Control Cube 
on them. When you add such a Tile to the 
Park, place 1 of your Control Cubes on that 
Tile. Since the color of your Control Cube 
matches your Character’s color, everyone 
knows that you are in control of that Tile. 
If you run out of Control Cubes and a new 
Tile you place tells you to put a cube on 
it, remove 1 of your Control Cubes from 
in play and place it on the new Tile. A Tile 
with no Control Cubes is not controlled by 
any player. If a Tile with Control Cube text 
has no cube on it, you may still “replace” 
the non-existent cube with a Focus Group 
that allows Control Cube replacement.

Action Option: Play a Focus Group Tile – 
Playing a Focus Group is an Action. The 
Focus Group Tile instructs you to place 
a Park Tile (just like the “Place a Tile” 
Action) adjacent to your Character’s 
space. After placing your Tile into the 
Park this way, discard the Focus Group 
Tile you played.
 
Each Focus Group has 
2 Requirements in order 
to be able to play it. One 
Requirement is a basic 
Park Tile type (Attraction, 
Food, or Ride) and the 
other is a basic color (Red, Blue, or 
Brown). Find an empty space adjacent 
to Tiles with those attributes. This may 
require you to move a Tile to create 
such a space during the Move Phase. 
In the example above, if you are on the 
Red Tile and play a Focus Group that 
requires placement adjacent to a Red Tile 
and an Attraction Tile, you could place 
your follow-up Tile into either of the OK 
spaces. The Tile you place must be able to 
be placed there legally, but otherwise the 
specific Tile you place does not matter; 
it’s only where you place the follow-up 
Tile that matters.

Titty TwisterTitty TwisterTitty Twister

Requires adjacent  

3

RIDE

Some Tiles feature 
an asterisk in the VP 
box. This indicates 
there is additional 
information on 
scoring this Tile 
found in the game 
text area. If the 
game text does not 
mention “end of 
game,” you score 

FOOD

Daily KrillDaily KrillDaily Krill

   Score 1 VP for each adjacent

If additional Brown Tiles 
are placed adjacent to 
this, nothing happens.

OK

OK

NO

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

Before After Before

After
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If you find a single Tile that covers both 
Requirements, that works just as well. 
For example, you have a Focus Group 
that requires a Blue and a Food. You are 
standing on a Blue Food Tile, so you play 
your Focus Group, then place a Tile from 
your hand adjacent to you.

Focus Groups have a benefit in the 
game text for your troubles. There are 
3 varieties. Scoring additional VPs and 
drawing Tiles happen whether or not 
the Tile you place grants any VPs or Tile 
draws. Replacing a Control Cube requires 
your Character to occupy a Tile with text 
that refers to a Control Cube; otherwise, 
you must choose the “Draw a Tile” option.

Action Option: Exit – Use this Action 
only while on a Green Exit Tile. Exiting 
the Park means you will forgo all future 
turns (including a potential bonus 
“Headache” turn), so don’t Exit too 
early! When the 1st Heart Attack card 
is drawn, that is the perfect time to 
head towards an Exit, as you only have 
2 turns left to get out. You could play 
it safe and Exit on your first turn after 
the Heart Attack is drawn. Or you could 
do something else and then hope to 
Exit on your last turn of the game. Just 
remember that if a Bodily Reaction is 
drawn and it’s a 2nd Heart Attack, the 
game ends immediately and you may 
be stuck inside Ruben’s dead carcass. 
If the Tile deck runs out twice, Ruben 
lives, so in that case you do not need 
to Exit the body in order to score your 
Master Plan. However, in the Basic 
Game, you could Exit before the game 
ends to score 3 VPs (as noted on the 
Exit Tiles). 

Action Option: Shoot a Disease – A 
nearby Disease is going to cause you 
a lot of problems, and maybe some 
painful itching. Best thing to do is get 
rid of it. Your Character has a Range 
of 2 or 3, which means you may shoot 
at a Disease in your space or a space 
up to 2 or 3 Tiles away (never count 
diagonally). You may only shoot over 
Tiles … never through empty spaces. 
Ruben’s guts occupy all the open 

space. However, you may shoot around 
corners (see the example below). 

Check your Character’s Combat value. That 
is how many dice you roll to try and hit 
a Disease. If there are multiple Diseases 
within range, you must choose your target 
before rolling. Each Disease has a different 
Reward for killing it. Now roll those dice. 
If one or more of the dice show a 6, you 
succeed. Otherwise, you fail. 

Success
 • Earn the Reward listed on the   
  Disease card.

 • Discard the Disease card and remove  
    its Standee from the game. It won’t  
    be coming back. Good thing Ruben  
    doesn’t have herpes. Surprising,  
    isn’t it?

Fail
 • Look at the dice results. For each  
    3, 4, and 5 you roll, you may move  
      the Disease 1 space. For example, if  
    you roll a 1, 4, and 5, you missed, but  
    you can move the Disease up to        
    2 spaces. You do not have to move  
    it. Diseases treat Transit Tiles as  
     regular Tiles.

 • Then draw a Bodily Reaction Card. All  
       those bullets had to go somewhere,  
    and unfortunately that somewhere is  
    into Ruben.

BODILY REACTIONS
If you place a Tile that tells you to draw a 
Bodily Reaction Card, move a Tile, or miss 
when shooting a Disease, you must draw 
1 of these cards. When you draw a Bodily 
Reaction Card, don’t read the name of 
the card … you must act and/or sound it 
out! If you fail to do so, you lose 1 Victory 
Point. However, if you draw a Disease, 
you don’t act that out. Place the Disease 
Standee in your Character’s space and 
read aloud what effect that Disease has. 
Keep the Disease card face up next to the 
Park until it dies.

After acting out a Bodily Reaction, read 
the name of the card if the other players 
haven’t already guessed it, and then read 
the game text. Each Bodily Reaction has 
game text that either affects just the 
player who drew the card or everyone 
in play. Many of the cards are Ongoing, 
meaning they will have an effect on 
the game until the end of the drawing 
player’s next turn.

Some Bodily Reactions allow you to move 
Diseases or other Characters. The current 
player performs this first, then proceed 
clockwise. Moving spaces this way does 
not allow for Transit Movement. You 
cannot move a Character onto a space 
they already occupied during this effect. 

Some Bodily Reactions allow you to 
move Tiles. This can include Entrance and 
Transit Tiles. It is only the Move option 
to move a Tile that does not allow for 
Entrance and Transit Tiles to be moved.

MASTER PLAN CARDS
Advanced Game only. Each one has 
its own layout of Tiles and colors that 
the player must fulfill to receive the VP 
bonus listed. You will receive 2 VPs for 
each instance of your pattern in the Park. 
Note that having more than 2 Tiles of the 
correct color adjacent to your central 
color does not score you extra points. 
Each central color scores only once, but 
the other color may be part of more than 
one layout. For example, in the image 
below if you need Red Tiles adjacent 
to central Brown Tiles, you will score 4 
VPs for these 2 layouts on the board, 
plus additional points for any others 
elsewhere. The Red Tile in between two 2 
Brown ones contributes to both layouts. 
If you fail to Exit Ruben’s body before he 
dies, you do not score your Master Plan. 
If the 2nd deck of Tiles runs out, Ruben 
does not die, so you may remain inside 
and still score your Master Plan.

FINAL SCORING
Whether you are inside or outside of 
Ruben’s body at game’s end, count your 
VPs to see who wins. If there is a tie, 
the tied player who controls the fewest 
Control Cubes in the Park wins. If there 
is still a tie, the tied player with the most 
Tiles in hand wins.
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“Adjacent”: Next to orthogonally. Side by 
side. Not diagonal.

Dr. Xenon Bloom: If you wish to move 
him 1 space after playing a Tile, do 
that before resolving anything else 
(like drawing a Bodily Reaction from 
a Tile that requires you to do so). 
This movement does not use Transit 
Movement.

Aggressive Bowel Movement: You must 
choose an orthogonal direction in which 
the Tiles can move, so you can only choose 
Tiles that are at the edge of the Park. You 
can move Entrance and Transit Tiles.

Farting: If you cannot move them further 
away than they already are, skip this 
movement. This movement does not use 
Transit Movement.

Gonorrhea: If you don’t have any Tiles in 
hand, you don’t pass any, but you can still 
receive 1.

Hepatitis C: It cannot kill itself. If you 
kill a Disease with this card, you get the 
Reward listed on that Disease. Poncho 
will earn his extra reward. 

FAQ CREDITS

Pirates of the PancreasPirates of the PancreasPirates of the Pancreas 5- 

RIDE
Play only if there are no Ongoing effects. Place a 
Control Cube on this.

   Each time this Tile is moved, its controller 
loses 1 VP.
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  Julien Guerand, John Hershey,   
  Shannah Linker, Katie Raccuglia,   
  Nicholas Scamman, Michael    
  Shaneman, Kimmy Walker, Michael   
  Walker, and many others.

Sharting: If there are no Tiles attached 
only to 1 other Tile, skip this effect. You 
can move Entrance and Transit Tiles.

Sneezing: If you cannot move them 
the full amount, they do not move. You 
cannot move a Character onto a space 
they already occupied during this effect. 
This movement does not use Transit 
Movement.

Sphincter Dam: Diseases on removed 
Tiles are removed from the game. No 
reward is given for them. This effect 
cannot destroy the Entrance Tile.

Pirates of the Pancreas: Ongoing effects 
include many Bodily Reactions and also 
E. Coli, Tuberculosis, and Heart Attack. 
You must put a Control Cube on this Tile, 
even if you have to take one off another 
Tile. Using a Focus Group to replace this 
Control Cube would be unwise. The VP 
loss happens whether by player Move 
option or by a Bodily Reaction. 

Pro-Tip: After punching 
out all the Tiles, place the 

empty Tile sheets under the 
plastic tray. That will keep 
everything in place better 
as the top of the box will 

be flush with the tray. 
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SEQUENCE OF PLAY

The sequence of play must be followed in order from 1 to 4.

1. Start of Turn: Discard a Tile of your choosing from your hand for each   
 Disease with which you share a Tile.

2. Move Phase: Choose 1 -
 a. Move your Character Standee a number of spaces up to your   
  Character’s Move value.
 b. Move each Disease 1 space.
 c. Move a Tile that your Character is on or adjacent to 1 space up/down   
  or left/right into an adjacent empty space, then draw a Bodily   
  Reaction Card. Entrance and Transit Tiles cannot be moved in this way.

3. Action Phase: Choose 1 -
 a. Draw 2 Tiles from the top of the Tile stack.
 b. Place a Tile into an empty space adjacent to the Tile occupied by   
  your Character’s Standee.
 c. Play a Focus Group Tile, which you then follow up by placing a Tile.
 d. Exit. (Use only while on a Green Exit Tile.)
 e. Shoot at a Disease within Range with a number of dice based on   
  your Character’s Combat value. Any “6” kills it. 
  • If you do not kill the Disease, for each die showing 3-5, you may   
   move the Disease 1 space. Then, draw a Bodily Reaction Card.

4. End of Turn: Discard down to 5 Tiles in hand.
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